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Abstract:
Finding similarities and differences between metagenomic samples within large repositories has been rather a
significant issue for researchers. Over the recent years, content-based retrieval has been suggested by various
studies from different perspectives. In this study, a content-based retrieval framework for identifying relevant
metagenomic samples is developed. The framework consists of feature extraction, selection methods and sim-
ilarity measures for whole metagenome sequencing samples. Performance of the developed framework was
evaluated on given samples. A ground truth was used to evaluate the system performance such that if the
system retrieves patients with the same disease, -called positive samples-, they are labeled as relevant sam-
ples otherwise irrelevant. The experimental results show that relevant experiments can be detected by using
different fingerprinting approaches. We observed that Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) Method is a promising
fingerprinting approach for representing metagenomic samples and finding relevance among them. Source
codes and executable files are available at www.baskent.edu.tr/∼hogul/WMS_retrieval.rar.
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1 Introduction

Metagenomes, so-called random community genomes, are used to study microbial communities from various
habitats [1]. Metagenomics was defined as “the application of modern genomics technique without the need
for isolation and lab cultivation of individual species” by Chen and Pachter [2]. It is the study of genomes re-
covered from environmental samples and it is one of the developing areas of the molecular biology. Significant
information about microbial communities is obtained from metagenomic data; analyzing metagenomic data
has thus acquired valuable research interest over the past decades. Targeted studies include phylogenetic pro-
filing with a lower cost; others use whole metagenomes analysis to get more information about metagenomics.
Whole metagenome shotgun sequencing (WMGS) has provided more complete information to analyze a large
volume of data [3]. It also guides the development of new analysis methods for extracting knowledge from
metagenomes and for finding relationships between complex sequences.

Finding similarities and differences between metagenomic samples within large repositories has been rather
a significant issue for researchers. In recent years, content-based retrieval has been suggested by various studies
from different perspectives. Sequence alignment methods are frequently used to identify organisms in whole
metagenome sequencing datasets. Those methods provide similarity results by comparing sequence reads and
reference sequence sets. Huson et al. [4] developed a tool, so-called MEGAN, to explore the taxonomical content
of metagenomics sequence datasets. Wang et al. [5] developed a software package called ribosomal database
project (RDP) in which the classifier is able to rapidly classify sequences without aligning them. Liu et al. [6] de-
veloped a novel distance-based learning method for multiclass classification and feature selection using metage-
nomic count data. The method performance was evaluated using different samples. Phenotype-associated taxa
identification and simultaneous class prediction can be performed by the developed model. Su et al. [7] pro-
posed a novel method, named MetaStorms, for organization and searching for samples. They use taxonomical
annotations and phylogenetic structure of the samples to design their search engine based system. The pro-
posed method was successfully applied in database generation and in retrieving similarity between samples.

Duygu Dede Şener is the corresponding author.
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All methods mentioned above need basic existing annotations, known taxa or metabolic information to
be applied, but there are some organisms which are unknown or uncultivable. Due to the fact that these un-
explored organisms cannot be studied by the referred studies, new reference-free approaches have become a
basic need in metagenomics. In comparison with the methods which use alignment against reference sequence
sets or known databases of whole genome, analysis techniques based on raw read content provide a wider
point of view [8]. Algorithms based on k-mers (substrings of length k, called n-grams) generated using raw
reads have been recently suggested in various studies. In these works, unlike reference based sequence anal-
ysis methods, similarity between samples is calculated by comparison of k-mer frequencies. Maillet et al. [9]
first developed an algorithm, called Compareads, based on raw read content of the samples for comparing two
samples. The similarity between samples is computed using common k-mers and the proposed approach was
successful in finding similarities and differences among experiments. Although it is stated that the method
is much faster than traditional comparison methods, such as BLAST, in retrieving in very large datasets, it is
computationally too expensive to store all k-mer information of the metagenomic samples. Seth et al. [10], in-
stead of storing all k-mers, developed a distributed string mining framework to obtain informative substrings
which can be of any length. The authors proposed a data-driven feature extraction and selection method to be
applied in retrieving similar samples from metagenomic dataset. In order to detect features of metagenomic
data, two classes of samples are compared directly in some studies. Also, many of them make an analysis us-
ing a great number of features without a feature selection step [11], [12], [13]. Beside these studies, Qin et al.
[14] performed quantification and association testing for almost 5 million predefined genes. Weitschek et al.
[15] proposed an alignment-free method using k-mer representation for sequence comparison. In this study,
it is shown that the proposed method is a useful technique for reads comparison. Weitschek et al. [16] also
get promising classification results of bacterial genomes by combining feature representation and logic data
mining algorithms. Dubinkina et al. [8] developed a method based on short k-mers to find pairwise dissim-
ilarity between metagenome samples. In their study, they compared results of reference based methods and
proposed k-mer based method on simulated and real metagenome datasets. It was concluded that k-mer spec-
trum is more efficient than the reference based methods for comparing metagenomic samples and extracting
valuable feature information.

In this study, we propose a reference-free and content-based framework for retrieval of whole metagenome
sequencing samples. It consists of a feature extraction and selection methods and appropriate similarity mea-
sures for finding similarities between metagenomic samples. A metagenome sample is taken as a query and
relevant samples from the data collection are listed by order of similarity. The performances of the developed
framework are evaluated on a real dataset. A ground truth is used to evaluate the system performance such
that if the system retrieves patient with the same disease, called positive sample, they are labeled as relevant
samples otherwise irrelevant. Our main focus is to retrieve relevant metagenomic samples.

Our contribution proposes a novel approach to extract fingerprints and is based on two text mining meth-
ods, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which have not been used before
in finding similarities between metagenomic experiments. We observed that LSA Method is a promising fin-
gerprinting approach for representing metagenomic samples and to find relevance among them.

2 Methods

Given a query experiment, we propose a computational framework that retrieves samples from the metage-
nomic sample repository that are relevant to the query experiment. The framework consists of k-mer extraction,
k-mer selection, fingerprint extraction methods and appropriate similarity measures for calculating similarities
between experiments (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: An overview of proposed retrieval framework.

2.1 k-mer Extraction

The first step is the extraction of k-mers, (with k, ranging from 2 to 13), from experiments in order to represent the
samples in a feature space. The frequency of each k-mer is computed by counting occurrences of the considered
k-mer and dividing the value by total number of k-mers in the experiment. In this process reverse complement
of k-mers was considered, as which strand of DNA is sequenced and reads’ strand direction are unknown.
Therefore, we take both a read and its reverse complement in extracting k-mers from a sequence read. Finally
for each couple of reverse complementary k-mers, only the one that firstly occurs, according to lexicographically
ordering, is selected and stored.

2.2 k-mer Selection

In this study, we used two feature selection (FS) techniques to reduce dimension of feature vectors for high k
(>7) values; Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf ) scores and Correlation Attribute Evaluation
(CAE).

2.2.1 Selecting Features with tf-idf Scores

For each experiment tf-idf scores are computed for k-mer selection. By this model, we aim to weight k-mers in
each experiment [17].

NOO = number of occurrences of r in experiment e

TNK = total number of k-mers in experiment e

TNE = total number of experiments

NOE = number of experiments which r occur

𝑡𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑟,𝑒 = 𝑡𝑓𝑟,𝑒 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑟 (1)
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𝑡𝑓𝑟,𝑒 = NOO
TNK (2)

𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑟 = log10
TNE
NOE (3)

To adapt this methodology to our system, each k-mer corresponds to a term; each experiment corresponds to
a document in the collection. We calculated tf-idf scores of k-mers with regard to related experiment by the
formulas given above. In the formula (1), tfidfr,e is the product of two terms; tfr,e (2) and idfr, (3). k-mer frequency
(tfr,e) represents how frequently a k-mer (r) occurs in an experiment (e), while inverse document frequency (idfr)
measures how important a k-mer is within the dataset collection. After having calculated tf-idf scores, we sort
k-mers by descending orders according to their tf-idf scores and then we select the first N of them.

2.2.2 Correlation Attribute Evaluation (CAE)

In this technique Pearson correlation between attribute and class are calculated to evaluate the worth of at-
tributes. Nominal attributes are considered on a value by value basis by treating each value as an indicator. An
overall correlation for a nominal attribute is obtained via a weighted average. In our retrieval model, we use
CAE technique for ranking features in descending order by their correlation between class attribute. Then, we
select the first N of them according to a cut-off value experimentally determined. For each k (>7) value, we per-
formed several runs to observe how the changing number of selected features affect the retrieval performance.
When the k value increases, number of selected features (N) increases as well. Best retrieval performances were
selected among all runs.

2.3 Fingerprint Extraction Methods

After feature extraction and selection processes, fingerprint extraction process is used to represent each metage-
nomic experiment in the feature space. We aim to study patterns of k-mer features for each experiment by using
different models. LSA and a Probabilistic Topic Model, called LDA, were used as fingerprint extraction meth-
ods for our retrieval system. We adopted the terms used in text mining such as a k-mers represents text words
or terms, metagenomics experiments or samples represent documents, while experiment collection represents
the corpus.

2.3.1 Latent Semantic Analysis

LSA is a widely used mathematical technique in text mining which aims to detect relationships between docu-
ments and terms they contain by using linear algebra techniques. It was first introduced by Dumais et al. [18]
and Deerwester et al. [19] as a dimension reduction technique used for information retrieval applications. LSA
is composed of four main processes;

• Construction of the term-document matrix, in which each cell of the matrix stores the frequency of the term
occurring in the corresponding document.

• Transformation of term-document matrix where elements of the term document matrix are translated to
account how important a word is for a document in a collection instead of using raw term frequencies.

• Dimension reduction where singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied on the matrix to get latent struc-
ture model. By this process, x largest singular values are obtained and the others are set as 0.

• Retrieval in Reduced space: after having represented documents and terms reduced dimension, similarities
between them are calculated.

In our model, k-mer experiment matrix corresponds to the term document matrix in which each entry rep-
resents k-mer frequency for corresponding experiment. LSA has an important parameter, called d, which is
the number of dimensions used in the reduced space. Performance of our retrieval system is evaluated with
different values of d, because there is no strict rule for setting parameter d.
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2.3.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Probabilistic Topic Models are used to get semantic information from a set of documents. The main goal in these
approaches is discovering topics which represent classes of documents. They are represented by probability
distributions over the vocabulary. In our study, we used LDA as a Probabilistic Topic Model to extract fingerprint
for each experiment in our corpus. LDA introduced by Blei et al. [20] is used as a generative probabilistic model
for a data collection called corpus. It is also an effective unsupervised machine learning algorithm.

Terms in the model are described below [20];

• Vocabulary is defined as a vector {1, …., V} which consists of different items named words. Words are rep-
resented by unit-basis vectors such that νth word in the vocabulary is shown as wν = 1 and wu = 0 for u ≠
ν.

• Each document consists of N words given as w = {w1, w2, …., wN} in which wn is the nth word in the document.

• Corpus D is defined by M documents, such that D = {w1, w2, …., wM}

We can describe the LDA model as follows: there are metagenomic samples or experiments and T topics in our
collection in which w represents a k-mer. A sample d consists of K k-mers which is defined as d = {w1, w2, ….,
wK}. A topic is a distribution over the k-mers of the samples.

Each sample in the collection is defined using the probability distribution given in the formula (4).

𝑃(𝑤𝑖) =
𝑇

∑
𝑖=1

𝑃(𝑤𝑖|𝑧 = 𝑧𝑗)𝑃(𝑧 = 𝑧𝑗) (4)

Probability of a k-mer wi in a given document is described as P(wi), while selecting a k-mer from topic zj for the
current sample is represented by P(z = zj). Furthermore, probability of sampling a k-mer given the topic zj is
defined as P(wi|z = zj).

The workflow of the LDA model applied in our study is described in Figure 2. All metagenomic samples
in our collection are decomposed into different length k-mers corresponding to the words in the LDA model.
Then the LDA method is applied with different number of topics and finally each sample in the collection is
represented by topic distributions generated by the model. As shown in Figure 2, the LDA model is fitted in
the workflow by Gibbs Sampling [21] as described in [22] where Gibbs Sampling is used for determining the
posterior probability of the latent variables. Griffiths and Steyvers [22] suggest a value of 50/k for α and 0.1 for
β, where k represents the number of topics. In LDA model, the numbers of topics is not known and there is no
strict rule for setting the number of topics, so it is experimentally determined in our study.

Figure 2: LDA process steps in our framework.

2.4 Fingerprint Comparison

Different distance metrics based on fingerprint extraction method are used to find similarity between experi-
ments in our dataset. To find distances between metagenomic samples, we calculated the Variance-stabilized
(VS) (5) and Log transformed (LT) Euclidean distances (6) between k-mer frequency vectors of the experiments.
These distances are direct comparisons of frequency vectors of samples.

𝐷sqrt(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑
𝐾

(√𝑓𝑛(𝑘, 𝑋) − √𝑓𝑛(𝑘, 𝑌))2 (5)

𝐷log(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑
𝐾

(log(1 + 𝑓𝑛(𝑘, 𝑋)) − log(1 + 𝑓𝑛(𝑘, 𝑌)))2 (6)

Distance calculation is defined as follows:
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Let X and Y be two fingerprint vectors of separate samples; fn(k, X) represents frequency of k-mer k in sample
X while fn(k, Y) represents frequency of k-mer k in sample Y. For both distance metrics, the score is close to 0
for very similar experiments while it diverges from 0 when similarity decreases between them.

In addition to this, Cosine distance was used to find distance between fingerprint vectors obtained from
LSA method.

similarity = cos(𝜃) = 𝑋 ⋅ 𝑌
‖𝑋‖ ∥𝑌∥ =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑋𝑖𝑌𝑖

√∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑋2

𝑖 √∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑌2

𝑖

(7)

Cosine score (7) ranges between 0 and 1, where 1 means that vectors are in same orientation, 0 means that they
have a similarity of 0. X and Y are two fingerprint vectors of separate samples.

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence was used to measure the difference between two probability distributions.
We used KL divergence to find differences between topic distributions of our samples after the application of
the LDA method. It is a popularly used technique in statistics and pattern recognition [23].

𝐷KL(𝑝(𝑥)||𝑞(𝑥)) = ∑
𝑥∈𝑋

𝑝(𝑥)log
𝑝(𝑥)
𝑞(𝑥) (8)

Let p(x) and q(x) be two probability distribution; the KL divergence (8), DKL(p(x)||q(x)), measures the distance
between them; it is a non-symmetric and non-negative measure and it is 0 if the two distributions are iden-
tical. Since it is a non-symmetric measurement, we calculated both DKL(p(x)||q(x)) and the average value of
DKL(p(x)||q(x)) and DKL(q(x)||p(x)) to observe how these two measurements affect results of finding similar-
ities between experiments.

LDA-C implementation produces the “gamma” matrix which has number of experiments represented in
rows and topics in columns. To get expected posterior probability of each topic α value is subtracted from each
row element and we renormalized the row to sum to one. Therefore, the distribution becomes a normal distri-
bution that has equal mean, median and mode. In addition to this, different distributions (Poisson, Binomial,
etc.) depending on the data structure can be used in finding KL divergence.

2.5 Data

We evaluated our retrieval system performance on a real, publicly available dataset named T2D Phase II dataset
[14]. The dataset consists of 199 metagenomic samples in which there are 100 healthy people and 99 patients
with type II diabetes. The dataset includes phase I and phase II data, we chose the latter one since it has higher
coverage. The dataset is generated with Illumina Genome Analyzer technology and its size is about 1 terabyte.
We used raw read data and applied a quality threshold of 30.

2.6 Evaluation Criteria

Actual relevance between compared experiments-referred to as “ground truth” – is used to evaluate our re-
trieval system. Entities retrieved by the system are considered relevant or not based on this ground-truth. Re-
trieving patients with the same disease is the ground truth for relevance: two samples are considered relevant if
they are from the same class (disease class). In the dataset, a positive sample represents a patient with a disease;
a negative sample represents a healthy person. For a given positive query sample, the system should retrieve
relevant samples, that is patient with the same disease as the query. This case is labeled as relevant, while all
other cases are labeled as irrelevant retrieving.

Mean average precision (MAP) is used in order to evaluate retrieval performance of the system. MAP is
a widely used technique in information retrieval for measuring retrieval performance. For query q, system
generates a ranked list of retrieved samples in ascending order with regard to similarity scores of them. Most
similar samples with the query are listed on the top, others are listed below. Precision is calculated as follows
with using top n samples; n ∈ {1, 2, …. N};

Precision(𝑛; 𝑞) = number of samples relevant to 𝑞 in 𝑛 retrieved samples
𝑛 (9)
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MAP = 1
|𝑀| ∑

𝑞∈𝑀
AveP(𝑞) (10)

AveP(𝑞) = 1
𝑘𝑞

∑
𝑛∈𝐿𝑞

Precision(𝑛; 𝑞) (11)

In order to establish that the LDA model can generate accurate topic distributions between k-mers, we made
multiple sequence alignment to find similarities of sequences grouped in the same topic. In our model, user-
defined number of topics are generated and k-mers are assigned with a probability distribution to the one of
the topics. It is expected that similar sequences in the same topic have some biological similarities. Sequence
alignment approaches are powerful techniques for many biological problems such as detecting the similarities
between sequences. We used a fast and scalable multiple sequence alignment method from the study of Sievers
et al. [24]. The method basically uses insertion of gaps in the sequences to maximize the overall similarity. To
show the degree of matching a similarity measure called the percent identity matrix is generated by the method
[25].

2.7 Implementation

The framework is implemented using C++, R and MATLAB and tested on Windows platform. We used Boost
1.64 and zlib as external libraries. Executable files, documentation and test data files can be downloaded from
the link: www.baskent.edu.tr/∼hogul/WMS_retrieval.rar. The user can run the framework with user specific
parameters and datasets using provided executable files.

3 Results

We tested the proposed retrieval system on a real dataset which consists of 199 metagenomic samples, 99 of
which are patients with type II diabetes so-called positive samples, while the others are healthy ones. The
proposed system is expected to retrieve samples that are relevant w.r.t. to the definition above, i.e. positive
samples.

We computed k-mer frequency values of samples for each k ranging from 2 to 13. After representing each
sample with a frequency vector, similarity scores of experiments were calculated and comparison of similarity
metrics was performed for related k value. MAP scores related to k-mer frequencies, ranging from 2 to 13,
computed by LT and VS Euclidean distances are shown in Figure 3. Result values highlight that LT and VS
distances have comparable performances. As expected it can be observed that MAP scores increase at increasing
values of k, since higher k provides more information.

Figure 3: MAP scores of the Log transformed and Variance-stabilized Euclidean distances.
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Results related to LSA fingerprint extraction method are shown in Figure 4. We simply computed MAP
scores for several values of d, the LSA feature dimension parameter. For 2-mers, scores could not be calculated
for values of d = 20, d = 25, and d = 30, since 2-mer vector size is equal to 10 considering complementary reverse
k-mer couples as single k-mer. In addition to this, we applied feature selection methods to reduce dimension
of k-mer frequency vectors for k values greater than 11, because of exponential increase of vector dimensions.
According to the results, LSA generally performs well with the parameter d = 15 for each k value.

Figure 4: MAP scores of LSA fingerprint extraction method considering different d values.

The second fingerprint extraction method, called LDA, has some parameters to be defined such as number of
topics (k), alpha (α) and iteration number (iter) and there is no strict rule for setting those parameters. In order
to observe how LDA model parameters affect retrieval performance, we applied the method with different
parameters that were set experimentally for each k value. For each k-mer, best MAP scores, which are greater
than direct comparison scores of the same k-mer, are taken as retrieval performance. Furthermore, when the
total number of k-mers increases exponentially with increasing k values, a feature selection method is needed
to lower the computational cost. For k values which are greater than 7, the feature selection methods CAE and
TFIDF were thus used to reduce the dimension of k-mer frequency vectors of each experiment. According to
the Figure 5, LDA has increasing retrieval performance with k between 2 and 9, but it does not have the same
performance for k values equal to or greater than 10. This can be explained by the fact that feature selection
methods failed to select informative k-mers.

Figure 5: MAP scores of LDA fingerprint extraction method for different k values.

In the LDA model, each k-mer is assigned to a topic generated by the system with a probability distribution.
To assess the accuracy of this assignment, we used topic-level distributions of 8-mers. Table 1 represents the 8-
mer lists for five generated topics. It is expected that k-mers in same topic should have some common functional
roles from a biological point of view. In order to verify this, we applied multiple sequence alignment for the
sequences of topic 1 given in Table 1. Percent identity matrix is generated to show the degree of matching
between sequences. To visualize evolutionary relationships or pathway among the sequences, a phylogenetic
tree based on evolutionary distances between sequences is built. According to the tree, given in Figure 6, there
are some sequences such as seq7, seq5, seq1 and seq2 which have high similarity with other sequences which
means that the model has achieved in grouping similar sequences in same latent topic. As shown from the
figure, seq1 and seq2 are the closest sequences in the set sharing the same branch with seq5 and seq7.

Table 1: Top ten ranked 8-mers for latent topics generated by the LDA model.
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Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

Seq1 TCGGAAGA AAAAAGAA ATGAAGAA ATGAAAAA AAAAGAAA
Seq2 CGGAAGAG AAAAAGGA GATGCTGA AAAAGAAG CAATGGCA
Seq3 CCGATCTC AATTTTTC AAGAAGAA TATCCGGA CATCATCA
Seq4 AAAAGAAA AAAAGAAA AAAAGAAA CGGAAGAA GGCATCAA
Seq5 ATCGGAAG GAAAAAGA GATGGCAA AAAGAAGA CATTGCCA
Seq6 AGAAAGAA AGAAAAAG CATCATCG AAGAAGAA AAAAATAA
Seq7 GATCGGAA TATGAAAA GGCGATGA CTTTTTCA ATGCCATA
Seq8 GAAAGAAA CTTTTTCA TATCATCA ATGGAAAA ACAAGCAA
Seq9 GAAGGAAA AAGAAAAA GATGATGC CCGGAAAA CATCGACA
Seq10 AGAAGAAA ATGAAAAA AGGAAGAA TGGATGAA AACAAAAA

Figure 6: Phylogenetic tree of sequences in the topic 1.

In our study, we used two different fingerprint extraction methods called LSA and LDA. We compared
the results of these methods with the reference method called direct comparison. Comparison process was
performed through MAP scores of each method and related similarity metric. Figure 7 gives the comparative
results of LSA and LDA methods with direct comparison using Log transformed and Variance-stabilized Eu-
clidean distances. According to the figure, LSA method has been successful in retrieving relevant experiments
for k values less than or equal to 10. LDA method performance is close to LSA for k values between 5 and 8. For
higher k values, the direct comparison method has better retrieval performance than fingerprinting methods.
Direct comparison of feature vectors with huge dimension depends only on time and space factors, but repre-
senting these vectors by any of fingerprint extraction method also depends on an appropriate feature selection
algorithm. Thus, it leads us to an additional challenge that is out of the scope of this study. The results obtained
show that representing metagenomic samples with small k-mer frequency vectors and transforming the vectors
by LSA and LDA methods can help to find similarities between samples with a good accuracy.

Figure 7: Comparative results of LSA and LDA fingerprint extraction methods with direct comparison by using Log trans.
score and Var. stab score.

In order to assess whether differences in performances of fingerprint extraction and direct comparison meth-
ods were statistically significant two statistical tests were performed, non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank
and Paired t-test; the related p-values were computed. We obtained p-value of 8.99E-07 and 2.39E-07 between
LSA and direct comparison with using Wilcoxon Signed Rank and Paired t-test, respectively. For comparison
of LSA and LDA, we obtained a p-value of 1.26E-04 and 1.02E-04. All p values are smaller than 0.05 which
represents strong evidence that LSA outperforms the other methods in retrieving relevant experiments using
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small k values. We also performed the same tests for observing the difference between retrieval by fingerprint-
ing approach and retrieval by random. We get the p-value of 8.83E-07 and 2.07E-08 for Wilcoxon and paired
t-test, respectively. We can conclude that using fingerprinting approach in terms of MAP scores is statistically
significant.

4 Conclusion

Along with the rapid growth of sequencing technologies, the analysis and interpretation of metagenomic data
have become a major challenge in bioinformatics. Finding similarities and differences between metagenomic
samples within large repositories has been rather a significant issue for researchers. In this study, a reference-
free framework based on novel fingerprinting approaches is proposed. The framework consists of feature ex-
traction and selection and experiment comparison. Performance of the developed framework was evaluated by
using given metagenomic experiments, called T2D.

Encoding metagenome sequencing experiments into their fingerprints and comparing the fingerprints to
detect similarities among them is our main goal. To extract fingerprints, we applied and proposed the applica-
tion of algorithms that are a novelty in this field. We used two different fingerprint extraction methods LSA and
LDA and direct comparison of k-mer frequency vectors. It is observed that LSA is a promising fingerprinting
approach for representing metagenomic samples to find relevance between them. LSA method outperforms
the LDA and direct comparison method with short k-mers (k ≤ 10), but there is a smooth decrease in retrieval
performance when k value increases. For greater k-mers (k > 10), it can be stated that direct comparison becomes
more successful in retrieving relevant experiments. The choice of k highly impacts on precision and efficiency of
results, moreover, for the large value of k direct comparison is not reliable so that an effective feature selection
step is needed.

There is only one study (Seth et al. [10]) that can be compared with our study in respect to achievement in
finding relevant experiments and we used the same dataset of the study of Seth et al. [10]. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no other study that uses this dataset for finding similarities between experiments. Seth et
al. get big k values (30-mers) with a distributed system, while we get the maximum value of 13 for k. Regarding
12-mers, we obtained a lower score than the score of Seth et al. with a direct comparison using Log transformed
Euclidean distance, but it was achieved without any selection process.

The study in its current form is a proof of concept to show the adaptability of text mining approaches as
fingerprinting approaches for representing experiment content in a feature space. The results show that k-mer
frequency representation by these methods provides a suitable and promising approach to efficiently compare
metagenomic samples. Moreover, there are two biological contributions to the work. Having assumed that
when two metagenomic samples are relevant, e.g. come from patients with the same disease, they also share
similar experiment content. This assumption is verified by the obtained results using different fingerprinting
approaches and similarity metrics. The second contribution provided by the LDA method is that sequences in
the same group have evolutionary relationships such as having similar biological functions or sharing a com-
mon ancestor. These contributions encourage the researchers to implement new techniques for metagenomic
data analysis, especially for whole database search.

Finally, retrieval of metagenomics samples with large k-mers leads us to new motivations in the field of
bioinformatics. This motivation will be our future work.
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